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Overcoming Post-Graduate Uncertainty
Graduate Assistant, Domonique Chapman
Franklin University
╬ Introduction ╬
It is natural to fear the unknown, especially when
the decisions you make leading up to and
immediately after graduation hold so much weight
on your future. The transition from collegiate life
to a professional is one of the biggest transitions
adults can expect to make in life. Students are
taught to make optimal educational investments
early on, but are hardly prepared for the transition
from a student to a professional and careerist. A key
part in helping current students and recent graduates
overcome post-graduate uncertainty is building
confidence in their ability to adapt to the next
chapter in life. The National Center for Education
Statistics reports that more than 3.7 million college
degrees were attained during the 2012-2013 school
year and another 3.8 million is expected to be
awarded during the 2014-2015 school year. So, over
a two year academic period, there will be more than
7.5 million individuals looking to either enter the
job market or further advance their career. One of
the most important tasks these individuals are faced
with is standing out in such a competitive market.
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╬ Planning ╬
Good planning and preparation allows students to
facilitate a smooth transition. Leading up to
graduation, students should be:

• Gaining relevant experience through internships
and assistantships DURING school
• Networking with reputable industry leaders
• Updating re
• Building a portfolio to showcase beyond the typical
resume
• Creating and monitoring attainable goals
• Working with a mentor
• Discuss your job search with other students and
professionals
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(National Center for Education Statistics, 2014)

Obtaining a college degree doesn't automatically
guarantee anyone a career. It is important to
remember that you must build your credibility in
your industry. Typically you will be expected to start
your career in an entry-level position. But, don’t get
discouraged. Instead, use your time wisely and soak
in as much information and guidance as possible.
When executing your plan, be sure to recognize the
things you DON’T want. This will help you fine
tune your desired career path and make the best use
of your time.

Goal setting is vital to success. The best way to begin
is by working backwards with the use of SMART
goals. Remember: Timing is EVERYTHING!
•
•
•
•

Where do you want to be in 5 years?
What are the minimum qualifications?
What type of experience will you need?
How much experience?
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╬ Gaining a Competitive Advantage ╬

SMART goals are the
blueprint for goal
attainment and
execution. SMART
goals are connected to
specific tasks that are
meant to keep you on
track to meeting the
specified goal and can
easily be adjusted if
needed.

As you grow as a professional and apply your
knowledge, remember to take the time to:
• Stay current on industry trends, news, and
regulations
• Recognize what you don’t want
• Learn new skills
• Take on challenging projects and assignments
• Engage in opportunities that are likely to enhance
your qualifications rather than spending time on
things that are not relevant to your SMART goals
• Take advantage of the alumni network at your
University
• Turn your weaknesses into strengths
www.postersession.com

